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DJ Anywhere with Cue.Play.DJ. - World Class Digital DJing for the iPhone
Published on 03/12/10
Capsulated Software Ltd., today announces the availability of Cue.Play.DJ. 1.0, the most
advanced digital DJing solution ever created for the iPhone OS platform. Created with
feedback from superstar DJ/Producer Ferry Corsten, April will see Capsulated and Ferry
launch a worldwide promotional campaign centered around his weekly radio show, Corsten's
Countdown, and the newly launched podcast of this show.
Osaka, Japan - Capsulated Software Ltd., today announces the availability of Cue.Play.DJ.
1.0, the most advanced digital DJing solution ever created for the iPhone OS platform.
CUE.PLAY.DJ has the needs of existing DJs in mind, offering a familiar interface and
feature-set comparable to existing desktop digital DJ solutions costing hundreds of
dollars, while sporting a $9.99 price point that lowers the barrier of entry to anyone
seeking to become a real DJ. Created with feedback from superstar DJ/Producer Ferry
Corsten, April will see Capsulated and Ferry launch a worldwide promotional campaign
centered around his weekly radio show, Corsten's Countdown, and the newly launched podcast
of this show.
Version 1.0 of Cue.Play.DJ. also ships with CUE.PLAY.SETLIST., a desktop (Mac OS
X/Windows) companion application that allows users to load their own tracks into the
mobile application. CUE.PLAY.SETLIST also becomes a conduit that allows Cue.Play.DJ. to
stream its master output channel to the desktop, allowing DJs to cue and play on their
phones while the final mixed performance is sent through speakers attached to the desktop.
CUE.PLAY.SETLIST also allows DJs to record their sets for future playback as an
uninterrupted mix.
Cue.Play.DJ. Key Features:
* Industry standard interface familiar to all DJs
* Simultaneous playback of 2 tracks at CD-quality (wav/mp3/m4a supported)
* +/- 10% pitch capabilities
* 3-Band EQ w/Gain
* Crossfader
* Automatic Track Syncing
* Automatic BPM Detection
* BPM Tap Mode
* Multiple Stored Cue Points with Hot Cue capability
* Looping
* Multiple Headphone Modes (Stereo cue/mix, Mono cue/mix, Split "Party" mode - mix/master)
* Master Output Streaming to CUE.PLAY.SETLIST (Can be recorded)
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.1.2 or later
* 53.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Cue.Play.DJ. 1.0 is $9.99 USD (or the equivalent) and available worldwide exclusively
through the App Store in the Music category. Please contact Capsulated Software for more
information or to arrange a promotional code.
Capsulated Software:
http://www.capsulatedsoftware.com
Cue.Play.DJ. 1.0:
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http://www.cueplaydj.com
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=358126018&mt=8
Ferry Corsten:
http://www.ferrycorsten.com

Capsulated Software was founded in 2008 to bring the portable music listening experience
from a passive form of entertainment to an active form of engagement and creation. Led by
Max Harvey, a former DJ and one of the creative minds behind the multi-million unit
selling Getaway series for Sony Computer Entertainment Europe, Capsulated has formed a
team of talented developers who have both a passion for audio and entertainment, with
experience as game developers, audio programmers, and DJs, to realize its vision of high
quality, crafted experiences targeted at those who want more out of their portable digital
devices. Copyright (C) 2008-2010 Capsulated Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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